Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 6/16/21

- **EdgeX contributors** are reminded to please vote for TSC at-large positions. Tony Espy, Melvin Sun, Gavin Lu, and Henry Lau are our nominees for the 3 seats.
- Thanks to Keith Steele, Mike Johanson and Colin Hutchinson – thanks for serving on the TSC!
- Ireland release – go/no-go: still a go but waiting on a few issues:
  - Security issue: not being able to generate an OAuth token
  - 1 test failure (404 vs 200 on sys management)
  - Failed to get configuration provider access token
  - Report on these will be forthcoming at the end of the week. Bug fixes in by Tuesday will cause no issue. If bugs still exist, we’ll determine what to do in the planning meetings next week.
- **Bill M (release czar) reports** we need to stop Dependabot checks/upgrades.
- Kuiper 1.2.1 final will be released once release modules are done (~release 30th).
- Bill M working on release YAML this week for Monday.
- Changelogs in place for all go-mods except core-contracts. device-service and app-service teams to prepare their changelogs. Jim to tackle edgex-go’s change log early next week.
- Question on whether the default data flow should be through message bus or REST. Decision was to make it message bus (as thought to have been decision in earlier TSC meeting). Jim to send a note to all confirming this new default.
- New admonition is available to identify EdgeX 2.0 features in the documentation. See the Intro page for the example.
- New GPIO device service (which is out of holding) pipeline getting setup by DevOps.
- Device Services meeting on July 5th is cancelled due to the US holiday.
- EdgeX Ready has 2 submissions as part of the soft launch as well as feedback on the program processes. Documentation tweaks coming soon.
- Canonical will present as part of the Adopter Series on June 22nd.
- China EdgeX Web Site construction has been started and will have a preview available June 14th.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Metrics / #268
  - The dynamic service list / #377
  - Unit of measure / #386
  - Per the Jakarta pre-wire meeting, it is unlikely that metrics or UoM will make it into Jakarta, so the service list ADR is one of most concern for review prior to the Jakarta planning meeting.
- The TSC took the decision to standardize the container naming (in Compose). All containers will have an edgex- prefix (including 3rd party services like Kong, Consul, etc.) The container names should then be edgex-<service-key>. App service rules engine doesn’t follow the standard service key, but that will also change. TAF scripts will need to change for this too.
- **Jakarta Planning Sessions** will occur June 21-25. Registration sight is being created. Calendar invites have been sent out.
• June 25th will be the Unconference/training day. If you have a topic, please connect with Jim to get on the agenda.

• Brett Preston and Aaron Williams are leaving the project (Brett to go to another LF project. Aaron to join DataStax). We wish them both well. Kendall Waters Perez will be taking Brett’s place.

• To attend LF events this year, you will need to be fully vaccinated.